




Algebra 1 – Module 8, Topic 3 – 
Graphing a Line When Given its Equation in Slope-Intercept Form
Hey guys. Welcome to Algebra One. Today's lesson's going to focus on graphing a line when given it's equation and slope-intercept form. You've had a little practice with graphing before in Pre-algebra and a little bit in Algebra one, but on a calculator. This time it'll be different because we're going to graph by hand. You ready to get going? Let's go. 
Okay. Let's talk about the ways that we're already familiar with graphing. Let's say we have this equation: y equals 1/3 x minus two. Okay. We set up are familiar with this, right? We know how to use the graphing calculator to graph this equation. We can enter it into the appropriate screen, press graph and watch the calculator do all the work for us. What we're going to learn to do today is method two, which is graphing by hand. Okay? Before we start doing that, let me get you familiar with slope-intercept form. Generally you've been given equations in this form or we've manipulated them to get them in this form. Y equals mx plus b. We just haven't exactly said that yet. This is slope-intercept form. What this different variables stand for m in our equation ... Let's switch to the pen here so I can write. M represents our slope. The coefficient of x, or the number right in front of x, that'll be your slope when you're given an equation in slope-intercept form. B, this is our y intercept. The value in this spot tells us exactly where our line intercepts, or crosses, the y axis. Okay? Keep that in mind. Let's try one.
Okay. We've got a graph. Y equals one-third x minus two. Okay. How I start doing this is I first begin by plotting the y intercept. I can see by looking at my equation, I'm actually going to write just the general form right here, b we said is our y intercept. In our equation negative two is in the place of b, so that is my y intercept. I'm actually going to write a note of it over here just so we can get comfortable with this at first. Going to say y ... I'm going to abbreviate it. It's negative two. On the y axis I'm going to plot negative two, because I know that this line is going to ... That's negative one. Let's erase that. I know that this line is going to cross the y axis at negative two. I'm going to put that point there first. Okay?
The next thing we said, we said that m was the slope, right? In our equation here 1/3 is in the m spot; that's the coefficient of x, so that's our slope. Going to make a note of that over here. That our slope is one-third. Remember slope is rise over run, right? That's our change in the value; change in y over change in x. From the y intercept, I'm going to rise once and I'm going to run three, okay? That's the slope of this line. Right? For my y intercept right here, I'm going to rise one, run three and put a point. Those are two points that lie on this line. Y equals one-third x minus two. It only takes two points to graph a line. If you wanted to you could continue on and plot more points. I've already gone from my y intercept and I've risen one and I've ran three to the right. I could keep doing this until I just didn't feel like doing it anymore. I could rise one again, run three to the right. If I had more space on my graph I could keep going, but it really only takes two points to make a line.
On your paper I'd say to use a straight-edge now and draw a line that passes through those three points. I don't have a straight-edge because I'm on the computer so I'm going to free-hand it. It may look a little shaky, but I'm going to pass right through those three points. There we go. Not too bad. There you go. I've graphed that line by hand. Here is y equals one-third x minus two and I've graphed it by hand this time. Okay? All right. Let's keep going. Example two. 
This time we're going to graph y equals negative three-halves x plus one. Okay. Just like we did before, just until we get comfortable with this, I'm going to go ahead, I'm going to write just the general slope-intercept form right over here. Do you remember what we started out doing first? Right. Get that y intercept first. Remember, that's the number in the b spot. That value. For this equation, positive one, that's our y intercept. I'll make a note of it over here. This time it's positive one. On my graph I'm going to plot one on the y axis, right? I'm going to go up here to positive one, I've got that. Now after we got the y intercept, do you remember what we did next? Good. Get that slope, so we can get at least one more point that's on this line. Okay? The slope, that's the m, the value in the m spot. For this equation it's negative three-halves. That's our slope. Okay. Slope, negative three-halves. This time I see my slope is negative. Instead of rising up and then running to the right I'm going to drop down and run to the right, because this time my slope is negative so I have a fall instead of a rise. 
Okay. I'm going to start at my y intercept. I'm at positive one. I'm going to drop three. So one, two, three units down. Two to the right. There we got. Like I said, I don't have a straight-edge so my line won't be perfect. I'm going to make it as straight as I can to pass through those two points. There you go. We have graphed y equals negative three-halves x plus one right here on our screen. All right? Let's keep going. I do believe that is your turn. Go ahead and pull out some graph paper, if you haven't already. Take some time. Press pause. Go ahead and graph this equation on your graph paper. When you're ready to see me do it, to see if we got the same thing, press play again. 
Okay. Let's see how you did. All right. Y equals mx plus b. Let me start by writing that. In this case the value of b is negative one. My y intercept is negative one. On the y axis I'm going to plot negative one. I know my slope is in the m spot, right? For this equation my slop is one-half. I'll make a note of that, that my slope is one half. From my y intercept, since slope is rise over run, I'm going to rise one, run two to the right. Okay? That's really all you needed, but maybe you kept going and you did the whole line. Maybe you went up one and over two again. You keep doing this as many times as you wanted to. I didn't mention it before, but you can actually go the other direction and get some points that are on the left side of your y intercept. 
What I mean by that. You see that I went up one and two to the right. Right? To get these values over here. I could do the inverse of that to get points on the other side. I could go down one, two to the left. I could keep doing this and get some points over here also. Don't feel like you have to, like I said, because you only need two points to make a line. All right? There you go. Okay. Let's try another one here. Actually, I'm going to let you try this one this time. Okay? Press pause again, take that graph paper out and see how you do on this one. When you're ready to compare with me, press play. 
All right. Let's see how you did on this one. Slope-intercept form, that's y equals mx plus b. Okay. Our y intercept here, I know that's going to be the value in the b spot. For this equation it's positive four. Let's make a note of that. Okay? I'm going to plot four. One, two, three, four. Plot that point, 04, on the y axis. Slope I know is going to be in the m spot. I look in my equation and that's negative two-thirds. I know my slope here, negative two-thirds. From my y intercept down two, three to the right. All I need is two points so I'll stop there. There you go. All right? 
Okay. Great job guys. I hope you're feeling really confident about how to graph equations that are given to you in slope-intercept form and get those on the coordinate plane. This time by hand instead of in the calculator. I hope to see you back here soon for more Algebra One. Bye. 

